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DAVID F. BRIGHT
Despite the constant flow of scholarship on Catullus 68, the undecided
questions concerning the poem are still of the most fundamental sort.
Indeed, a topic on which divergent views have apparently hardened
again is the first question of all : is this one poem, or two (or even three) ?
The Pandora's box opened by Rode almost two hundred years ago is not
likely to be closed soon; meanwhile it is possible to conduct further
exploration of some of the more puzzling issues in the hope of finding solid
ground and to move from there to areas where less agreement has been
achieved.
In this paper I propose to examine the structure of Catullus 68, and to
consider the meaning of the poem as expressed in its architecture. Of
course, there have been schemes in abundance revealing the structure of
this poem: it is a complex exercise in Alexandrian ring-composition, ^ but
how are the rings composed ? The first problem is to recognize the major
divisions of the poem in order to analyze the movement of the whole.
Prescott^ adopts the simple division into three parts (A = 1-40, B = 41-
148, G = 149-160) signaled by the change from second to third person
and back to second in referring to the correspondent. It is also the division
indicated by the most abrupt transitions of thought. There is no necessary
implication in this about the unity or disunity of the poem, although
Prescott makes much of the relative sophistication and structural subtlety
1 K. Quinn prefers to think of 68 as "a linear structure (which is perhaps a better way
to describe a poem as long as Poem 68)"; compare Catullus. An Interpretation (New York,
1973)3 P- 181 (hereafter "Quinn"). But the movement and the effect of the poem, as I
hope will be clear, depends on the ring-composition being recognized and felt by the
reader at each stage. In any case compare Quinn's comment on lines 89-100 (below,
P- 96).
2 H. W. Prescott, "The Unity of Cat. LXVIII," TAPA, 71 (1940), 473-500 (hereafter
"Prescott").
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of the three parts (in particular, his comment that "artificial symmetry
exists only within B"^ would not find a wide following today) ; and,
following Skutsch,'* he declares the poem to have formal unity in that A is
prologue and C epilogue to the body of the poem. Ifwe go no further than
the observation that B is a distinct portion preceded and followed by two
other structurally unrelated panels, there can be agreement; but Jach-
mann's criticisms of this as an architectural analysis are properly cau-
tionary. ^
But in a sense this scheme can be used as a means of begging the question
of unity, because by characterizing A and C rather than (for the moment)
merely identifying them, the unity of the poem is assumed at the outset;
and it must be admitted that the problem is rather too complex for such
premature conclusions.
The converse is also true. The chorizontes—both those who argue that
nothing but accidental or misled juxtaposition relates A to BC^ and those
who view 68 as an artistic whole clearly divided into two portions at
40/41''—assume an overall structure of 41-160 and seek to produce the
balance of a ring composition in order to prove the assumption. Such a
balance would match 41-50 and 149-160; but the break at 148/149 is as
abrupt as 40/41, and a finely poised structure on these terms raises more
problems than it solves. It will not allow the lament for the dead brother
to stand in its present place as the center,^ and the outer portions (41-50,
149-160) are of unequal size. The options at this point are to accept the
imbalance as unimportant (i.e., the balance of theme and idea is what
matters, not the form)^ or to revamp the poem in order to produce seg-
ments of equal length. This is the approach of Vretska,io who removes
157-158 from their present position and places them after 139.^^ These
lines are obviously a desperate problem,i2 to which I must return later.
3 Prescott, p. 476.
4 F. Skutsch, "Zum 68. Gedicht Catulls," RhM, 47 (1892), 138-151-
5 G. Jachmann, Gnomon, 1 (1925), 200-214, reviewing KroU's edition. It should be
noted that Jachmann overstates his case somewhat when he claims (p. 211) that there is
no hnk in thought between vv. 40 and 41.
6 So Rode, Ramler, Schwabe, Baehrens, Marmorale, et al.
7 E.g., J. Wohlberg, "The Structure of the Laodamia Simile in Cat. 68," CP, 50
(1955), 42-46 (hereafter "Wohlberg"); F. O. Copley, "The Unity of Cat. 68: A Further
View," CP, 52 (1957), 29-32 (hereafter "Copley").
8 On this problem see below, pp. 96 ff. ^ So Copley, p. 31.
10 K. Vretska, "Das Problem der Einheit von Catull c. 68," WS, 79 (1966), 313-330
(hereafter "Vretska").
11 He means 140, having reckoned apparently without allowance for the missing v. 47.
12 Characterized by G. P. Goold as "perhaps the most baffling passage in Catullus"
("A New Text of Catullus," Phoenix, 12 [1958], p. 108).
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Vretska thus obtains an epilogue of lo lines (displaying a 4-6 substructure
which he finds also in 41-44/45-50); but the solution means still having
an unsolved mystery after 141 and must be bolstered by removing the
lament in gi-ioo. This is a rather complicated string of transpositions and
deletions which still does not produce a satisfying pattern in all details. ^^
The safest approach, it seems, is that exemplified by Krolli"*: examine
the parts ABC separately since they are so clearly marked oflF from one
another. Once this analysis is completed, such questions as it may raise
or answer can be handled with more confidence. It is clear that B has an
intricate and careful structure, and so does A. The fundamental questions
thus become: (i) are the structures ofA and B similar; (2) if so, does this
similarity reveal anything about the underlying relationship between A
and B; and (3) does C have a discernible structure or is it merely a simple
close to the complexities of the rest of poem 68 ?
Before tackling these questions, we must venture into the mystery of the
name of Catullus' addressee. By one of the more wry ironies of fate,
Catullus twice insists that he wants above all to ensure that his friend's
name should never be obliterated by the passage of time (43-50, 1 51-152),
and yet it is the least clear detail of the whole poem.
Of the six places in which the name for Catullus' friend occurs or may
reasonably be thought to occur (w. 1 1, 30, 41, 50, 66, 150), the key is line
50. It is the only place where the name—if it is a name—must begin with
a vowel. Pennisi argues that the true reading is illi,^^ based on a confusion
of fl-f which he also finds in v. 150 {aliis V illis Pennisi). This is tempting,
because it would leave Manlius (or Mallius) a clear field; at v. 66 Mallius
could be restored if necessary. But it is this lonely holdout at 50 which
refuses such solutions. Catullus is stressing not merely that his friend has
helped him, but that his name deserves to be recorded and remembered;
he is making the same point at 150. It is at precisely these two places that
the MSS insist on a word beginning al- ; and at these two places a name is
needed to sustain the point of the sentence. At 150 V had aliis, which has
found its defendersi6 as well as those who, Hke Pennisi, would alter it to
13 Vretska ends up with 10 lines at each end, and 4 passages of 22 lines each around an
omphalos of 4 hnes (vv. 105-108). Since even this omphalos is not a single, discrete unit,
but breaks into two parts, the structure is finally unconvincing, albeit ingenious.
!* W. Kroll, Catull^ (Stuttgart, 1959), pp. 218-220.
15 G. Pennisi, "II carme 68 di Catullo," Emerita, 27 (1959), 234-235.
16 H. Weber, Quaesliones Catullianae (Gotha, 1890), pp. 1 1 2-1 13. Weber's retention of
aliis is alluring in another way : if it is correct, then the addressee's name does not occur
at all in C, and the difficulty of A and C being in some way prologue and epilogue,
distinct from B not only in style but also in grammatical person (A-C second, B third) yet
using different names, is eliminated. But of course it is preferable to have a single solution
accommodating all the occurrences of a name in the poem.
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something quite different. Again a solution which would eliminate the
proper name is tempting, but the sense of the passage resists. Indeed, the
parallel between the two passages ensures, as Pennisi saw, that they must
be treated alike.
There seems to be nothing for it but to accept Allius as the name in 50
and 1 50 ; and if that is so, 66 must surely follow despite the Manlius ofGR
and the vel Manllius—a most suspicious variant—of O marg. In other
words, half of the passages in question must yield Allius, and in a fourth
(41), Scaliger's qua me Allius is a more logical correction of the reading of
V {quamfallius) than Pennisi's qua Mallius.
All this leaves us where most editors have been all along; the problem
boils down to a suspected difference between the name in A and the name
in BC. If the name in A must be Manlius (or Mallius or Manius) and in B
Allius, then 68 is almost certainly not one poem. Lachmann's idea that
Manius Allius was addressed by his praenomen in A and his nomen in BC
presents at least two difBculties. First, if the distinction between the use of
the praenomen and nomen is connected with the relative familiarity with
which Catullus speaks to his friend, we should expect that the two parts
in more loose epistolary style (A and C) would stand together against
Bi'^; and yet the split is by everyone's reckoning A versus BC.^^ Further-
more, the double gentilicium Manius (or Manlius) Allius, despite Ellis'
approval, is most improbable as early as this poem. Fordyce gives further
evidence on the difficulties involved in such a name.^^ Altogether, then,
Manlius Allius is an unlikely person at best.
Finally it may be observed that if Allius is indeed the correspondent's
name, the identification with Manlius Torquatus^o falls at once, with the
one possible escape that A may be addressed to Manlius and BC to Allius.
This is improbable, and the identification is in most instances merely
special pleading in order to allow greater knowledge (or the feeling of
greater knowledge) about the correspondent of 68. The fact that 68
hardly squares with our other evidence on Torquatus has been brushed
aside.
17 So G. Williams, Tradition and Originality in Roman Poetry (Oxford, 1968), p. 230, n. 2,
reads Mani in 150 to restore agreement between A and C.
18 R. Godel, "Catulle, poeme 68," MH, 22 (1965), 57, adds the curious, though
hardly conclusive, detail that the only praenomen attested for the Allii is Gaius. He accepts
Manlius in A and thus splits the poem into two distinct compositions; as does F. Gugliel-
mino, "Sulla composizione del carme LXVIII di Catullo," Athenaeum, 3 (1915), 426-444.
19 C.J. Fordyce, Catullus (Oxford, i960), pp. 342-343; compare E. Fraenkel, Gnomon,
34 (1962), 261-263 for problems in Fordyce's solution as well.
20 Defended by, e.g., Godel and Pennisi and used as the basis of elaborately specific
interpretations by P. Whigham, The Poems of Catullus (Baltimore, 1965), pp. 36-40.
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We are thus left with 1 1 and 30, where V read Mali. Some alteration is
needed, no matter what view one takes of the poem as a whole. Scholpi
(or more exactly Diels)22 offered a solution which has attracted much
criticism, but which nevertheless solves far more problems than it raises:
mi Alii. As Prescott notes, "the metrical objections are not weighty,"23
particularly since the elision before the sixth foot—the real bone of con-
tention—is a not uncommon phenomenon in satire and other lesser
departments of verse. Its appearance in this epistolary context should not
occasion undue alarm.
Perhaps the most we can say for the moment is that the name can be
consistent throughout the poem, and that rather than beginning with
Manlius (or whatever) in A, it seems preferable to begin with Allius in
BC. Viewed this way, the probability of a single name is slightly en-
hanced, as is the probability that the name is Allius-^-*
It may be worth recalling here the comparisons made by Helms,25
Arnaldi,26 and Salvatore^? between Catullus 68 and the Ciris. These
studies suggest that the author of the Ciris not only modeled his style on
that of 68, but also adapted several specific phrases and the arrangement
of some ideas from the whole of poem 68. This is distinct from the in-
cidental borrowing of expressions from, for example, poem 65 or loi, and
reflects rather the impression of 68 as a unified composition in the eyes of a
poet not more than three generations after it was written.28 This is a
powerful incentive to accepting this unity, although the argument is often
disregarded. 29
But none of this alters the fact that poem 68 falls into three recognizable
segments, and to each of these in turn our attention must now be directed.
Part A (1-40)
Almost every analysis of these 40 lines acknowledges the lament for the
poet's dead brother to be the heart of the composition. That this is true
21 F. Scholl, "Zu Catull," JA.A"/.PA., 121 (1880), 472-473, for 30; vineasy about 11.
22 H. Diels, "Lukrezstudien. I," SB Ber., Phil-hist. Kl. 19182, 936, n. i ; he merely
accepts mi Alii for the poem without distinction. 23 Prescott, p. 496.
24 To simplify the logistics of this paper, I shall refer to the addressee hereafter as Allius.
^^ R. Helms, Die pseudo-virgilische Ciris (Heidelberg, 1937), p. 7; compare also note 28
below.
26 F. Arnaldi, Studi Virgiliani (Napoli, 1943), pp. 215-229.
2'' A. Salvatore, Studi Catulliani (Napoli, 1965), pp. 97-100.
28 Helms believes the composition of the Ciris coincided with the last years of Ovid's
life, probably in the reign of Tiberius: so AD 14-17: "Ein Epilog zur Cirisfrage," Hermes,
72 (1937), 78-103.
29 See also below pp. no f. on Propertius, 2.28.
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structurally can be seen readily enough ; whether it is also the heart of A
thematically is a slightly more open question. The poem begins with the
request of Allius for consolation which Catullus elaborately rejects as a
reference to his own situation. It is not easy to say immediately whether
his own lament is the actual point, set in the context of his friend's request,
or whether that lament is simply a part of his response buried in the larger
theme of Allius' incommoda. The fact that his lament is repeated at the
heart of B^o strongly suggests that it is, even here, more than a subordinate
part. It is the theme to which he builds and around which he organizes
his thoughts in both parts. The repetition of so many lines is unexampled
elsewhere in Catullus, and even in the case of individual lines repeated
there is always a clear structural purpose in the device. ^^ In 68 the
brother passage functions almost as a chorus, pausing to reflect and expand
upon the emotional content of the events described.
Given this centrality of function and of structure (there are 14 lines
preceding and following this passage), what architecture can be seen in A
as a whole? Certainly i-io stand apart. GodeP^ refers to them as pre-
amble, and in effect excludes them from the balance which he finds in the
remaining verses (11-14, 15-36, 37-40), as grosso modo 1-40, being one-
fourth of the entirety of 68, may be excluded from the purported symmetry
of41-160. But i-io are not as sharply separated as this plan would suggest.
They contain Allius' request for munera Alusarum et Veneris, and they set the
rest of the section in motion as it were. Finally, they comprise a single
sentence, building to the munera (10). The rejection of this request—after
due explanation—occupies an equal number of lines, 31-40, and to make
this explicit Catullus marks the balancing portion with the key word
munera (32).
By a similar device, Catullus marks off the intervening sections. Verses
11-14 constitute a transition from the pleasure he feels at the friendship
implicit in Allius' request {id gratum est mihi, 9) to the sorrow which
prevents him from fulfilling that request {ne amplius a misero dona beata
petas, 14). The transitional lines ending with the keynote misero are
matched by the end of the second transition back from the death of his
brother to the request of his friend: miserum est (30).
30 I leave aside for the moment the tangled question of whether 91-100 originally
appeared in B; it is in the finished version and the self-quotation in the omphalos of both
parts is obviously a crucial factor in our response to 68 as a whole.
31 The most common form is the repetition of the first line of a poem as the last line:
compare poems 16, 36, 52, 57: or the creation of a stanzaic pattern within a poem as in
8, 42, 64.323-381. Compare H. Bardon, L'art de la composition chez Catulle (Paris, 1943);
Propositions sur Catulle (Collection Latomus, 118, Bruxelles, 1970).
32 Godel (above, note 18), p. 53.
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These key words then stake out the plan of A
:
I- ID AUius' request for munera
11-14 Transition from AUius' distress to Catullus' (misero)
15-26 The nature of Catullus' distress: death of brother
15-18 the joy of his youth
19-26 the sorrow at his brother's death
27-30 Transition from Catullus' own thought to Allius', by way of
quotation from the letter, which further illustrates that the poet's
lot is miserum, both in his own terms and in the context from
which Allius writes.
31-40 Allius' request for munera therefore cannot be fulfilled.
This scheme takes into account all the verses, without excluding i-io
from the symmetry (as do Godel and Prescott), and allows the key words
to exercise the shaping influence they naturally would have. A recent
paper by M. B. Skinner^^ accepted the overall tripartite structure but
proposed a paneling effect by dividing the outer segments into 10 + 4
(1-10/11-14, 27-36/37-40). This requires viewing 11-14 as the "pre-
liminary recusatio'' and ignoring the clear recusatio in 31-32. In fact 33-40
are an amplification of that refusal {nam, 33), which the poet rounds off'
with 37-40, but he does not begin it there. Verse 37 is not as strong a
division as 30/31. The panel structure is tempting but is countered by the
use of keywords just noted. The same objection may be raised against
Godel's simpler pattern. By taking 15-36 as the core of the letter, he blurs
the essential distinctions within this block at 26/27 and 30/31.
Prescott34 builds the whole ofA around the two distinct munera. There
is in his arrangement neither parallel panels nor ring-composition
—
hence his comment, cited earlier, that artificial symmetry exists only in B.
He recognizes the fact that the munera Veneris and munera Musarum must
be at least thought of separately (whether they are in fact two separate
things may be questioned). But his elaborate exegesis while bringing out
so much that is valuable, leads him to treat 19-26 as a pathetic paren-
thesis,35 though functional. Thus for Prescott 15-30 (minus 19-26) deal
with munera Veneris, 33-36 with munera Musarum, and 37-40 with both. The
lines on the poet's brother thus serve essentially the same purpose as the
apostrophe in poem 65, heightening the emotional force of the surrounding
statement. But they are, as Prescott pointed out, much more functional
here since they are the explanation for the refusal.
33 M. B. Skinner, "The Unity of Catullus 68: The Structure of 68a," TAPA, 103
(1972), 495-512. Ms. Skinner kindly supplied me with a copy of her paper in advance of
publication.
34 Prescott, pp. 477-487.
35 Compare Copley's comments on 91-100 (below, pp. 96 f.).
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In view of the considerations the pattern I have outlined seems to
represent most accurately the movement of these 40 lines. There is the
further fact that the ring-composition thus obtained is matched exactly by
the form of B.
There are distinct difficulties in seeking the structure of A in the anti-
thesis of the two munera. That munera Musarum et Veneris is no mere hen-
diadys is clear {utriusque, 39) ; but it is equally clear that the two are inter-
related. The development of poem 68 in its entirety is a working out of the
connection between love and poetry, which depends in its turn upon the
connection between the situations of Catullus and his friend. The link
between the tw^o situations is established at once by the figure of shipwreck
used of .\llius {naufragum, 3) and repeated by Catullus for his own troubles
{merserfortunaefluctibus ipse, 13).^^ Moreover, the poet returns to the rescue
from deadly waters in B (63-66) when describing the aid Allius had
previously given. This explicit chain of images does much to bind the
parts of the poem together: the present troubles of Allius (he asks Catullus
for rescue), the present troubles of Catullus, and the previous pressures of
love (Allius already has saved Catullus once, and Catullus is loath to
refuse repayment). Because Catullus and Allius are in comparable straits,
Catullus can respond to and appreciate his friend's anguish by looking at
his own misfortunes.
For Catullus, the munera Veneris which he enjoyed in his youth were lost
to him by the death of his brother, and this has resulted in the loss of
munera Musarum. They are separate but can only exist together. So with
Allius, his misfortunes in love have resulted in the loss of pleasure in the
carmen veterum scriptorum. There is no difference in kind between Allius'
loss of the ability to enjoy poetry in the context of love and Catullus' loss
of the ability to create poetry. Both occurred for similar causes, and both
presumably can be restored in similar fashion. Indeed the double gifts of
love and poetry are so intertwined that one can prompt the other. The
recovery of love (happiness is perhaps a better generic term) will free
Catullus' muse or Allius' capacity to enjoy poetry ; and the gift ofpoetry will
bring back that happiness which both now miss. Catullus stresses that the
veteres scriptores (or vetera scriptay^ are unable to please Allius because he is
36 It does not matter, for purposes of examining the imagery in the poem, whether
Catullus is repeating a figure in 3 employed by Allius in his letter and echoing it later, or
supplying this common enough figure on his own.
^'^ Compare Prescott, p. 485. There is a difference in implication between these two
possibilities. Veteres scriptores would suggest that previous writers as such (whether pre-
Alexandrian or simply pre-AUian) are powerless to charm. Vetera scripta, on the other
hand, implies that the poetry of the past fails to have any eflfect because it is not speaking
to Allius' condiuon— it is "old hat" in terms of content (perhaps even including Catullus'
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under the cruel affliction of unrequited love and thus cannot be calmed
and soothed by the strains of traditional poetry. He therefore asks Catullus
to solve both problems. The notion that Catullus could do so by lending
him a book^^ jg therefore impossible : Allius is not hampered by lack of a
book but by the afflictions of Venus. If Catullus is to assuage his friend's
distress it will be by a new poem, and that poem will be on the very subject
raised by Allius, his situation, and his banishment from happiness.
Some have rejected the relationship implied in this reading of the lines
on the grounds that Allius was only half-serious in describing his plight^^
or that Catullus on his part did not consider Allius a close friend and
rejected him with cool distance.'*" But the tone of the poem itself is earnest
and hardly suited to a jocular and exaggerated complaint on Allius' part.
There is a decline to be sure from the figurative language of the opening
lines to the more flat descriptive quality of 33-40, but there is no con-
comitant lapse from a serious tone to one of irony or jest. Catullus wrestles
throughout with the desire to grant a friend what he cannot seem to
provide. By the same token, the idea that AHius was not a close friend,
which does seem to find some support in line 9, is at odds with the open-
ness with which Catullus shares his experiences and his deepest feelings,
including the moving address to his brother. Would any man so readily
relive such experiences by way of rejecting an unwelcome request from
a former friend ? Kiessling accepted the friendship of the two men but
thought Catullus was showing the shallowness of Allius' concerns by
contrasting them with his own genuine sufferings. "^i The repeated use of
the shipwreck or troubles-at-sea figure would seem to indicate that
Catullus is associating his friend's difficulties with his own. No doubt
Catullus may have felt that his own trials were harder to bear than
earlier poetry). The plea then would be for poetry /or and on Allius' condition. This I
believe to be more nearly true and to be supplied in B with the recollection of Catullus'
and Allius' past happiness; but the ambiguity may be intentional.
38 T. E. Kinsey, "Some Problems in Catullus 68," Latomus, 26 (1967), 39; compare
Prescott, p. 485.
39 G. Williams (above, note 17), pp. 230-231 ; compare the tone of Quinn's descrip-
tion: "Catullus' correspondent has sent him ... a poem, in the form of a verse epistle,
lamenting, with suitably heart-rending rhetoric, that his girl has deserted him, and
asking for a clutch of poems from Catullus by way of consolation" (Quinn, p. 185).
•*0 Kinsey (above, note 38), p. 37, n. i : "a tone which might be adopted toward a
former friend one wanted to drop without a quarrel."
'*! A. Kiessling, Analecta Catulliana (Gryphiswaldiae, 1877), p. 14: Catullus writes these
lines "ut ficto eius et supra modum aucto propter amicae perfidiam dolori vera sui ipsius
incommoda opponat." Although I think this is an inaccurate impression, Kiessling is
right in his analysis of the end of the poem, "in extrema votorum pro Alii eiusque puellae
salute nuncupatione
. . . consolatione sua non iam opus esse auguratur."
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AlHus' : it is characteristic of human behavior to react thus, but this does
not mean that Catullus felt Allius' request was pure melodrama. If he did
feel this way, the composition ofpoem 68 is an absurdly elaborate response
to the problem. Again the same kind of question arises as with Kinsey's
approach : would Catullus, who by his own admission is severed from his
Muse and surrounded by sorrow, make so earnest an effort to respond to
the empty emotionalism of a friend ?
In short, it seems that 68 may well be what it claims to be: a consolation
sent to a good friend by one who can appreciate the friend's suffering
since he has experienced it himself. But what is missing in these 40 lines is
any satisfactory account of the reason for Allius' distress. We are told of the
symptoms but not the cause. There is admittedly no compelling reason for
Catullus to give these details, yet questions are raised—expectations are
aroused—but not resolved. We have the figurative description of Allius'
plight in 3-4 with no explication. This is not in itself surprising, but
Catullus does elaborate on his own situation which is clearly intended to
be in some fashion parallel or analogous to Allius'. We are left wondering
how the two are related: in particular the pregnant reference to hospitis
qfficium in 12 raises a question without answering it—until B, at least.''^
Catullus repeats the key word qfficium in each section at the outset (42, 150)
in order to emphasize its primary importance in linking his thoughts.
But the formal balance ofA does not allow us to look for any solution to
these questions within its confines. The abruptness of the transition at
40/41 has not unnaturally encouraged belief in a lacuna,''^ which has taken
from us the end of A and the beginning of B. This alluring solution,
however, will not stand up in the face of the structural analysis. We must
go in one direction or the other on the assumption that nothing is missing
here. Either we have two poems, one ending somewhat abruptly and the
other beginning in mediis rebus, or else the abruptness is a feature of the
poem and merely shows in a higher degree the sort of transition to be seen
elsewhere in 68.
If this second alternative is preferable, we must then look outside A for
fuller indications of the relationship and experiences hinted at—which
means, of course, B.
'*2 As G. Lieberg observes, "Der im ersten Teil wichtige Gedanke, man diirfe das
officium hospitis nicht von sich abwalzen, wird erst vol! verstandlich, wenn man seinen
Bezug auf die Situation im Mittelteil der Elegie erkennt." {Puella Divina, Amsterdam,
1962, p. 156.)
43 So L. Pepe, "II mito di Laodamia in Catullo," GIF. 6 (i953)> 108; previously in
L. Pighi, "Inchiesta su una lettera," Convivium, 17 (1949), 873 ff., and V. Marmorale,
Uultimo Catullo (Napoli, 1952), p. 46.
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Part 5 (41-148)
These lines have prompted most of the analytical ingenuity of recent
years. That there is a symmetrical pattern, no one really doubts. The
question is how the concentric rings are formed and where the center, the
omphalos, lies. Most structures resemble that proposed by Kroll'*'* in placing
the lament for the poet's brother (91-100) at the center^S; Quinn has
neatly characterized the lines (he is in fact referring to 89-100) as "a kind
of central nucleus, a short, plangent, self-contained elegy."'^^ But recently
suspicions have been voiced that these ten lines may be an intrusion into
the original composition.'*'' The essential complaint is that they are incon-
sistent with the tone of the surrounding verses: Copley notes that the
lament comes naturally enough in A, but in B the poet is writing about
"happy love" and the desolation expressed in 91-100 does not belong.
This depends, of course, on the interpretation of the surrounding lines on
Laodamia which, it must be admitted, do not uniformly depict the bliss
of union: the prevaihng theme of 75-106 is the destruction caused by
separation from love.
The further objection is raised that 91-100 present an awkward fit
grammatically and styhstically with what precedes and follows.'*^ Copley
suggests that quaene edam, 91, shows Catullus meant these lines to be "a
parenthesis or afterthought. "^^ Even if this is true, it is not necessarily
valid to say that "it is odd to find the central section of a pyramidal poem
occupied by a parenthesis." Poem 65 has precisely this structure, and the
parenthesis is on precisely this subject. The pathetic apostrophe gains
rather than loses force by the abruptness with which it begins and ends.
Once again, we have one of those sudden transitions, as at 4 1 , which attract
too strong a reaction in isolation.
The implication is that originally 68.41-160 was a separate poem,
without 91-100, written at a time when Catullus' relationship with Lesbia
was happier. When he sent 68A, a recusatio, to his friend, he softened the
rejection—or to some degree made up for it—by sending along this earlier
composition and simply inserted 91-100 as a means of unifying the two
poems ("the whole poem becomes an elaboration of the recusatio") .^^
44 Kroll, p. 219.
45 R. Westphal, Catulls Gedichte^ (Breslau, 1870), p. 82, takes 87-100 as the omphalos
of his structure, patterned after the Terpandrian nomos.
46 Quinn, p. 179.
47 Wohlberg; Copley; Vretska; P. T. Wiseman, Calullan Questions (Leicester, 1968),
P- 23-
48 Compare especially Vretska, pp. 323-325.
49 Copley, p. 31. It should be remembered that quaene etiam is a conjecture by Heinsius
for que vetet id in V. ^0 Copley, p, 32.
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Two problems result from this approach. First, when the lines are
removed, the poem has no clear center of gravity. Copley finds the
"unifying sententia" in 87-90/ loi-i 0451 ; Wohlberg and Vretska fixed on
105-10852; and Wiseman, concerned to find marriage as the heart of this
and other neighboring poems, is most precise: coniugium, 107.^3 In short,
the poem becomes a decidedly unstable affair.
Second, we are in any case almost committed to the risky position that
by excising 91-100 as a later addition, we will have intact the original
poem. But is this the only alteration in the second edition of the poem ?
Guglielmino believed that 135-140 were also added at this point,^^ which
would leave a severely asymmetrical composition in the original edition.
It is not impossible, of course, that the first version was asymmetrical, but
the careful balance everywhere evident strongly suggests that such
corresponsions were part of the very nature of the poem from the begin-
ning. Furthermore, Copley matches 41-50 and 149-160 as introduction
and conclusion to Catullus' "poetisches Opfer." Now, 149-160 fairly
certainly are part of the poem at the stage at which Catullus sent it to
Allius, when he would have added 91-100. We ought then to remove
149-160, and thus 41-50, from the "original" version as well—and this
clearly will not do. There may well be an earlier version of 68 underlying
its present condition, but we can no longer get back to it. We must, I
believe, take the whole poem in its present extent as representing the
offering to Allius and work with the structures thus discovered. Lines
91-100 are now the center. In a sense, any awkwardness in the transitions
at 91 and loi is even further evidence of Catullus' determination to have
these lines here and of their significance in the overall scheme. The
elegance of the patterns moving out from this center can only strengthen
the impression that they belong and, without them, we should have a very
different poem indeed.
Most of the subdivisions of B are clear and generally recognized ; but
there are, I think, certain refinements and further supportive arguments
which may be adduced. Around 91-100 stand 87-90/101-104, introducing
and concluding the theme of Troy. Verses 87-90 present Troy as the scene
of death, the place which lures men to their death {coeperat ad sese Troia
ciere viros) : so in some fashion, it may be implied, Troy had drawn Catullus'
brother, and the poet's thoughts (even if not his syntax) move directly to
the brother's death. The balancing lines focus on Troy as an instrument of
separation from home from the Greek perspective [fertur . . . pubes Graeca
. . . deseruisse focos). So the central lines 91-100 shifted from the death
51 Copley, p. 31. 52 Wohlberg, p. 43; Vretska, p. 327.
53 Wiseman, p. 23, n. i. 54 y. Guglielmino (above, note 18), pp. 426-444.
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which claimed the poet's brother to the poet's own sense of abandonment.
The personal and mythical are thus in perfect harmony and convey the
same sequence of emotions found explicitly in poem loi and symbolically
in poem 64.
The next concentric circle contains, on the one side, lines 73-86 and,
on the other, lines 105-118, both dealing with Laodamia's thwarted
passion for Protesilaus. Once more there is a marked difference in the
perspective of the two passages. The first presents the facts of Laodamia's
loss, with an apparently novel twist in the introduction of the idea of guilt
in Laodamia leading to the death of her husband. ^5 The tragedy, it is
clearly stated, was prompted by the fates, which in a sense mitigates the
heroine's guilt, though it does nothing to assuage her grief There is again
a parallel to Catullus' attitude toward the death of his brother: his brother
was taken by fate, and all the poet's joy, which was nourished by fraternal
love, withered and perished.
The matching lines 1 05-1 18 treat the theme in a highly figurative
fashion, using the labors of Hercules as an elaborate simile. The obscurity
of these verses borders on the grotesque, and interpretations of the labors
in this context are largely unsatisfactory. ^6 What is clear from the passage
is that Catullus has carefully portrayed the depths of Laodamia's love in
totally symbolic terms, as contrasted with the direct account in 73-86.
Yet there are verbal links between the two sections: siccare, no, recalls
ieiuna, 79, and deterioris eri, 114, echoes invitis eris, 78.
Furthermore, both sections contain metaphorical elements developed
in the next concentric ring. Verses 73-86 continue the motif of water and
flowing [saturasset, 83; sanguine sacro, 75, of due rite; and by contrast ieiuna,
79) found more fully in 57-72 ; the Stymphalia monstra of 1 13 constitutes the
first of three bird similes, the others {volturium, columba) appearing in the
next section, 1 19-134.
These sections {^j-y2li 19-134) are not only of equal length but in fact
are identical even in their substructure. Lines 1 19-134 deal with the
ecstasy of Laodamia's love and are divided into three symmetrical panels
of 6-4-6 verses
:
55 On the reworking of this myth see Pepe (above, note 43), although Pepe's con-
clusions on the role of the "pre-Indo-European Nemesis" seem extravagant. See also
E. Baehrens, "Die Laodamia-Sage und CatuUs 68. Gedicht," Jhb.Kl.Ph., 115 (1877),
409-415, and Lieberg, p. 207 ff.
56 For an extreme example see Whigham (above, note 20), pp. 38-39. Quinn, p. 188
says it is "almost impossible to take seriously" these lines on Hercules, and wonders
whether they might represent Catullus' effort "to express his mood of disenchantment
with Alexandrian cleverness."
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1 19-124 simile^'^ ofrescue from the vulturine kinsman by the gift of a grandson
125-128 simile of birds of passion to portray Laodamia's love
129-134 comparison of Laodamia and Lesbia, and the coming of Lesbia to Catullus,
which completes the figure of birds with the flitting Cupid and
provides transition back to Lesbia as the focus of the next section
This structure is precisely balanced by that of 57-72:
57-62 simile of refreshing waters
63-66 simile of rescue from deadly waters
67-72 the coming of Lesbia to Catullus, leading to the comparison with Laodamia
which introduces the succeeding section
Thus these parts correspond in architecture and are parallel in subject:
the one tells of the ecstasy of love in Catullus, and the other concludes the
love of Laodamia in the theme of ecstasy. The two pairs of similes put it
beyond doubt that these sets of lines are intended to be matched; but there
is still more. Catullus is telling of the help which Allius provided in
arranging the meeting for the lovers. He is, in fact, the counterpart of the
flitting Cupid in the figurative language of the second passage (133-134)
:
he literally "plays Cupid" to Catullus and Lesbia.
Laodamia thus plays two distinct roles in the symbolism of the poem.
She represents Lesbia in the role of beloved woman—the Candida diva^^ of
V. 70—and also Catullus in the loss of his brother. Both these themes are
to apply to Allius and illustrate the bond of experience between him and
Catullus. Allius' loss is put into context by reference to the more grievous
deprivation of Laodamia, and the love, however truncated, which he has
previously enjoyed can be seen also as a greater blessing than even the
archetypal figure of love and fidelity could claim. The threads left untied
at the end of A are picked up in B.
The inescapable conclusion from the parallels between 57-72 and
1 19-134 is that the simile in 51-56 m^ust be separated from the similes in
57-66. The first compares the burning of Catullus' love to the heat of
Aetna59 or the hot springs of Thermopylae, the second and third (57-62,
63-66) to the relief provided by Allius' help. The fact that the first and
second both deal with water has encouraged the belief that they are con-
nected and that Catullus has allowed his imagination to lead him beyond
57 For a valuable examination of these similes, see Williams (above, note 17), pp.
108-111.
58 See the exhaustive treatment of this in Lieberg, esp. 188 ff.
59 A. G. Robson, "Catullus 68.53: The Coherence and Force of Tradition," TAPA,
103 (1972), 433-439, presents an attractive case for reading Trachinia rather than Trina-
cria. The passage gains considerably in the consistency of geographical reference (and
in applying throughout to Hercules), and the symbolism is not at all damaged by the
change.
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the limits of the comparison. F. Skutsch^o separated them, though many
(including Kroll and Fordyce) have again regarded them as continuous.
Fordyce^i adduces three objections to breaking the sentence at 56. (i) The
break would be abrupt. But we have seen already a tendency toward such
abrupt transitions elsewhere in the poem. When dealt with individually
these sudden shifts are generally taken as signs of corruption or explained
away; when taken together they seem to form a pattern reflecting stylis-
tically the paratactic bent of mind with which the poet views his own
experiences and the myths by which he illustrates them.62 (2) The second
comparison in 63-65 "makes the structure awkward and unwieldy." But
as can be seen it is only by accepting the break at 56 that a balanced
structure can be obtained; any other arrangement is unmanageable.
(3) "Elsewhere in Catullus a simile introduced by qualis relates to what
precedes." This is true in the three other instances Fordyce cites, but is
hardly a binding rule, and in view of the architectural considerations, loses
much of its force. The movement is qualis (57)
—
tale (66). The purpose of
the two similes (57-66) is to explain the "rescue" performed by Allius.
But as with the bird motif which begins in 1 13-1 15 in a minor key and is
developed into the major symbolic theme of 1 19-134, so here the water
motif which occupies 57-66 is introduced in a minor key in 54-55 (where
the real point is not the water but its heat, continuing from the heat of
Aetna) and tapers off in the transition to 73-86.
The next ring, therefore, is 51-56, on Catullus' agony of love, with its
hint {duplex, 51) of ambivalence, and 135-140 on his agony at Lesbia's
infidelity.63 In this second part, the theme oi duplex is more prominent: the
poet must come to terms with Lesbia's wavering loyalty, as Juno put up
with Jupiter's. As in other balanced sections, there is a shift in perspective.
One member deals in highly abstract language with feelings, the other
more directly with Lesbia's actions. Once again the two parts are united
60 F. Skutsch (above, note 4), p. 141. Skutsch's schema for B is the same as that
defended in this paper, with somewhat different evidence and quite different emphasis.
61 Fordyce, p. 350. He also points to //., 9. 14-15, the apparent source of this simile, as
further indication that there should be no decisive break at 56. While the influence of the
Homeric lines may certainly be felt in the language of the simile, this in no way shows how
Catullus structured his verses. The evidence of the poem's concentric patterns is more
immediate and overriding.
62 See further on this below, pp. 103 f.
63 W. Hering, "Die Komposition der sog. Allius-Elegie (Catull 68, 41 ff.)," Wiss.
Zeitschrift Rostock, 19 (1970), 599 ff. argues (in my opinion unconvincingly) that 8 w.
have been lost after 56. He subsequently developed his idea that these missing verses,
together with 51-56, formed a unit of 14 lines balancing 135-148 in their present con-
dition (assuming no lacuna after 141): "Beobachtungen zu Catull c. 68, 41-160," ACD,
8 (1972), 31-61.
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by verbal echo : the burning of Aetna for Catullus' agony, and flagrantem
iram, 139, for Juno's chagrin (compare /a^ranj-, 73, of Laodamia)
.
This leaves the outermost layer, 41-50, which serves as a preface to the
v^fhole, complete v^^ith invocation of the Muses. Its subject is in general
terms Allius' gift of friendship and the need to record that special gift.
There is, of course, the lacuna after 46, but not more than one line could
be missing from the sentence in order to complete the thought. Something
akin to the supplement omnibus inque locis celebreturfama sepulti^'^ would work
quite well. We have, then, ten lines at the beginning which must surely be
balanced by an equal number at the end (141- 148). The break in sense
after 141 gives sufficient warning that there are verses missing, and since
Marcilius first postulated a lacuna in 1604, editors have generally con-
ceded the point. Those who have tried to make sense out of the text as it
stands^s have in some cases created even greater obscurity. Streuli^*
reviews some of the solutions offered by defenders of the present state of
the text and shows that the traditional two-line lacuna is much the best
answer.
Two details may be observed in support of this theory. First, the
following question could be raised : Even assuming that 41-50 and 1 41-148
were originally of equal length, could there not be, for example, three
lines missing after 46 and four after 141—or any such set of numbers? As
I have just suggested, there is not really any room in Catullus' thought for
more than one line after 46, ^'^ and if that yields ten lines, the balancing
arm must also be ten lines. Besides this, the central pillar (91-100) is also
of this length, and we have thus a pattern developing. In A, the opening
and closing elements were ten lines each; in B, the three main points of
beginning, omphalos, and end are all ten lines.
Second, G. P. Goold,^^ in explaining the lacunae in poem 61, con-
jectured an ancestor of V with 32 imes to the page. This same format
could be used to account for the losses in 68, which occur 96 lines apart
or—on this scheme—three pages. For example, if this hypothetical codex
had the text arranged with v. 46 at the end of one page, the succeeding
^^ Compare Schwabe, Catulli Veronensis Liber'^ (1886), ad loc: supplied by corrector in
D. Paris 7990, 8232, 8236. Also in Dubl. K.2.37; see W. R. Smyth, "Three Notes on
Catullus," Hermathena, 74 (1949), 40.
65 Compare esp. G. Friedrich, Catulli Veronensis Liber (Leipzig, 1908), p. 473 ff.;
Lieberg, p. 261 ; and Birt (below, note 70).
66 P. E. Streuli, Die Lesbia-Partien in Catulls Allius-Elegie (Urnasch, 1969), pp. 68-74.
67 The marginal deficit in OG is not any sort of evidence: the scribe would observe that
a line was lacking, and would not need to consider further—if indeed the singular is
intended to mean anything more than "something missing."
68 Goold (above, note 12), p. 95, n. 2.
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pages would contain [4']]-y8, 79-110, iii-[i4i^], [i4i^]-poem 69. The
lines which dropped out would thus be at the tops and bottoms of pages,
from which, through physical damage or scribal carelessness, lines may
easily be lost.^^
What is missing? The question, of course, is unanswerable. One might
conjecture a balance to the nee of 141 in 141^, and in 141^ the start of the
idea completed in 142. Kroll {ad loc.) notes that the atqui ought to mark
the start of a new theme or a new example but that two lines would hardly
be enough room in which to develop a new theme involving the direct
address (presumably Catullus would be addressing himself) of tolle, 142,
But tolle has—I believe rightly—been held suspect by many. Birt'^o
proposed tale as part of a reconstruction (including eustodibat, 139) to
explain the text without resorting to a lacuna. ScholPi proposed nee
gratum tremuli tollere amantis onus, which provides balance and good sense.
All of this produces a composition of astonishing complexity. Not only
has Catullus constructed the whole of B as a ring-composition of omphalos
and five outer rings, *t)ut he has also built into this structure smaller cycles
identified by motifs of key words and has further linked the balancing
members with verbal echoes. The two clearest examples of this technique
are to be seen in 51-86 and 105-140. Each of these passages, as noted,
breaks into three recognizable segments: 5 1-56/ 135- 140, 57-72/1 19-134,
73-86/ 1 05- 1 18. In 51-86, two motifs cross each other, alternating in
prominence: 51-56 focuses on the burning passion of Catullus {arderem etc.)
and introduces the motif of water in a minor key, as it were (the tears)
;
57-72 uses the water motif as the principal theme, but retains in lesser
prominence the burning heat (62) ; and 73-86 stresses again the burning
{flagrans, 73, references to sacrifices), while reducing the motif of flowing
or water to a lower key (chiefly in negative terms : ieiuna, 79, ante . . .
suam . . . saturasset, 83).
Matching this is a slightly less thorough set of motifs in 105-140. Again,
it is burning which unifies the passage by linking its outer limits: 105-1 18
speaks of the aestus amoris (where aestus suggests the water motif of 51-86
as well as the seething heat) and introduces the bird motif [Stymphalia
monstra, 113). This latter figure occupies the whole of 1 19-134 (the vulture,
the dove, and by extension the flitting Cupid attending Lesbia). Verses
135-140 pick up in minor key the burning with fagrantem, 139 (echoing
flagrans, 73).
69 I might add that the same interval
—
32 lines—separates the fragmentary 58" from
55.12, to which place a few of the recentiores and many editors assign it.
70 Th. Birt, "Zu Catulls Carmina Maiora," RhM, 59 (1904), 428.
71 Scholl (above, note 21), pp. 477-478.
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Furthermore, the central element of each of these subcycles, as I have
already noted, is itself constructed in aba fashion by being divided into
6-4-6 lines, the first and second units being similes drawn from nature in
each case.''^
I have appended a schema which will make these complexities some-
what clearer:
- 51~56\/burning (arderem) + water (minor key)
-57~72 (^,water {rivus, turbine) + burning (minor key
—
aestus)
-73-76 burning (flagrans) + water (minor key
—
ieiuna, saturasset)
>o- [8\/burning {aestus) + birds (minor
—
Stymphalia monstra)
[19-134'''^ birds [volturium, columba, Cupido)
'35~i40 burning {flagrantem)
Thus the architecture of B is repeated at several levels and in several
ways. It can be argued that the abruptness to be observed in several




demands which so minute a structure placed on the poet. There was
sometimes no smooth way to shift from one topic to the next, and the
pattern, so deliberately and obviously sought, took precedence over
gliding transitions. At the same time, as I mentioned earlier, this approach
is essentially paratactic. Scenes are set up alongside one another, and it is
in the end the reader's—and the poet's
—
perception of the commensura-
bility of the real and the mythological which gives the poem its force. In
short, Catullus' solution to this range of themes (brother's death, Allius'
help, Lesbia, Laodamia and Protesilaus as symbolic in varying ways of
all these) was this tendency to parataxis of thought, and it reveals itself
not only in the sudden shifts to be observed at the seams but in the basic
conception of the poem. How could all these themes, emotions, experiences
and symbols be correlated simultaneously? They could not by any
process of subordination and integration; but by introducing the themes
in distinct panels, leading up to Catullus' most immediate concern and
then considering them again'^^ in the time-honored pattern of ring-com-
position, the poet could convey the distinctions of each as well as their
"^2 G. Howe, "Nature Similes in Catullus," U. North Car. Studies in Philology, 7 (191 1),
1-15, analyzes briefly a number of nature similes including 68.55-62 (which he regards
as an unbroken unit) but does not deal with the others in this poem.
"^3 A. Barigazzi, "L'unita dell'epinicio pindarico," A&R, n.s. 2 (1952), 121-136,
remarks with particular reference to Find., 0., 7, on the advantage of presenting events
in reverse chronological order back to the critical moment and then returning in normal
sequence to the present. The listener thus considers each event twice: the first sequence
aims at marvel, the second at understanding. The same process is at work in Catullus, 68,
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interrelationship. Laodamia is the link, and it is for her that the most
elaborately figurative language is reserved.
If Laodamia is the link, however, the death of Catullus' brother is a
kind of filter, and as the themes are presented a second time there is a
distinct change in the way these themes are perceived.'''' I have already
suggested some of the ways in which this shift operates. For example, the
description of Lesbia's coming to Catullus gives almost no concrete detail
—except the picture of her clicking her sandal on the threshold—but
swiftly moves from the reference to Lesbia as Candida diva on to the more
elaborate scene of Laodamia's ill-fated arrival at the home begun in vain.
Then Laodamia, who is introduced in a simile, is herself described in
highly symbolic language in the second half of the structure (105-134).
But conversely Lesbia, who at first is referred to figuratively [candida diva),
is presented more directly in the second half, as Catullus faces his own
experiences more directly, complete with their flaws and risks. The
Laodamia simile allows Catullus to see his relationship to Lesbia in a cool,
almost placid way. By the end of B, he is able to accept the inevitable fact
that the "ideal" love he imagined in his goddess must fade and fail. Even
as his brother died, and the most secure relationship in his life was shat-
tered, so nothing in life is really safe from such disruption.
Laodamia cannot bear to part with Protesilaus : this is the theme of 81 ff.
Granted that the union was irregular and ill-fated, still the separation was
intolerable. At the moment of her coming to Protesilaus, thoughts of
separation were farthest from her mind : the same may be said of Catullus
when Lesbia came to him. But after the lines on his brother's death, a
separation as sudden and shaking as that suffered by Laodamia, Catullus
can accept the idea of losing his possessive grip on Lesbia with relative
resignation. The second Laodamia passage refers chiefly not to the ex-
travagant hope of the first arrival or to the agony of her loss but to the joy
and depth of the love itself. Thus the intensity of the first half is mollified
after the death of his brother. Laodamia becomes more symbolic, and that
in terms of love rather than loss ; while Lesbia, on whom the poet dared
not gaze directly in the earlier lines, becomes correspondingly more
concrete, her rara furta less calamitous.''^
where in fact there is some chronological regression (Catullus and Lesbia—Laodamia and
Protesilaus—the origins of the war). For further comparable features of Catullus, 68 and
Pindar see G. Lafaye, Catulle et ses modeles (Paris, 1894), pp. 209-216.
'''* For a good discussion of this process see C. Witke, Enarratio Catulliana., Mnemos.
Suppl. X (Leiden, 1968), 41 ff.
''5 K. Buchner, "Catull 68.136," MH 7 (1950), 14-18, proposed reading verecunde for
verecundae 136. Despite the mannerism of adjectives at the caesura and noun at line end,
so prominent in the elegists, which may support verecundae, the perspective I have presented
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Similarly, the lines on Troy (87-90/1 01-104) change in tone from the
hateful, personal outburst at 87-90 to a more remote, epic flavor of
101-104 {fertur) despite the focus on punishment of adultery—a theme
presumably close to Catullus' own thoughts.
Thus all the elements of the first half ofB are built up to the death of the
poet's brother, with its several levels of value, and then each is examined
again. Those elements which are not personal become more remote, more
symbolic. The personal element of Catullus' own experiences is faced more
directly, and the poet comes to realize that his initial comparison of Lesbia
to a diva was futile. This is surely the import of 141, atqui nee divis homines
componier aequum est. Catullus will settle, as he must, for a human, fallible
relationship. This he describes with painful bluntness in 1 41-148. The
movement from dream and idealization to reality and practical acceptance
of the way of the world is complete and is made explicit
—
perhaps even
made possible—by his brother's death. I cannot imagine this poem in
anything resembling its present shape without these central verses. They
are the catalyst for the whole.
But this examination of 68.41-148 began as an exploration of the hnks
between parts A and B of the poem. What has become of Allius ? What
of the poet's inability to write a consolatio for his friend ? Catullus has taken
the very reason for that inability—his recent tragic experience—and used
it as a vehicle for conveying consolation to Allius. He has wrestled with
his own frustrations, losses, and tottering hopes and has found the means
to accept the happiness which preceded them without demanding that
they continue forever. But that happiness, in part at least, depended on
Allius' good offices; more to the point, it was precisely in the area of life
where Allius has been wounded that he had assisted Catullus. By using a
single figure, Laodamia, to symbolize both Allius' love and loss on the one
hand and Catullus' love for Lesbia and loss of his brother on the other,
Catullus has suggested the basic identity of Allius' experiences and his
own. The resolution of the anxiety which Catullus discovers in and for
himself also will apply to Allius. After working through the problem on his
own terms, Catullus can return to Allius. As Laodamia served as a type
for Catullus' sufferings in the loss of his beloved brother at Troy, so in
one sense Catullus himself serves as a type for Allius. From the point at
here points to verecunde. It is Catullus' attitude toward Lesbia which is at issue here; he
will be able (now) to view her furla—provided that they are rara—with restraint and
discretion. He is answering the statement he made in v. 30 {non est turpe, magis miserum est).
Buchner adduces further evidence in other elegists for this verecundia on the part of the poet
rather than the mistress, and develops his ideas at length, Humanitas Romana (Heidelberg,
I957)> PP- 109-133-
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which reality is secured, the poet turns again to his friend and makes the
lesson explicit: this is part C.
Parte (149-160)
The transition is abrupt, as at the juncture ofA and B. It is marked not
only by the sudden change of subject but also by a return to a more con-
ventional, epistolary style, and to direct address to his friend, as in A. But
it is not as if the long intervening part B had never occurred. Catullus
carefully summarizes the whole poem in these concluding lines, both parts
A and B.
The passage contains, however, one of the most discussed and desperate
problems in all of Catullus: lines 157-158 which, Vretska notes, are
corrupt if they are in their proper place or, if sound, do not belong here.'^'^
It is, I think, safe to say that they are not sound. Goold'^'' points to the
hiatus in 158 as one of several signs of corruption ; the asyndeton dedit
aufert is clumsy in the extreme ; and what does terram mean ? The solutions
offered for any or all of these flaws are legion.'^^ One of the basic difficulties
is the reference involved. As the text now stands, 155-160 consists in a
round of good wishes to all connected with the events of the poem. Allius
and his vita come first and then the house and its mistress (surely not
Lesbia, whose entrance for her curtain call comes last, as befits the star)
and, after the puzzling fines, Lesbia and Catullus. Who is missing in this
list ? The lines sound as if they were referring to Jupiter, but Catullus
would scarcely say ''sisfelix" to Jupiter. Kinsey feels the missing person is
Catullus' brother and emends to read et qui principio nobis erat omnia,frater
j
a quo sunt primo dulcia nata bona. He thereby avoids the troublesome hiatus
in 158 and brings in the one person who has figured prominently in the
poem but has gone unmentioned here. But after the agonizing process
through which the poet has gone in facing his brother's death and its
implications, the salutation in this fashion seems grotesque (poem loi is
not really a parallel) and, in any case, what would 158 mean? Cicero,
despite the good offices of Lipsius and Thompson, is unconvincing and a
"76 Vretska, p. 322. Hering's solution is peculiar: after considering at length the nature
of the corruption, and emending the lines, he then rejects them as interpolated ("Beobach-
tungen" [above, note 63], p. 42 ff.).
77 Goold (above, note 12), p. 108.
78 See S. Johnson, "A Fresh Solution to a Famous Crux in Catullus," CJ, 40 (1944-
1945), 10-18, for a review of solutions proposed up to that time; to which add Kinsey
(above, note 38), p. 45; D. F. S. Thompson, "Interpretations of Catullus, I," Phoenix, 11
(1957), 1 21-124; and Pennisi (above, note 15), pp. 223-228.
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rather sudden entry into this group. If we ask who is missing, the answer
is nobody.
Pennisi,''^ like Vretska, felt that the lines could not stand in their present
place, but he moved them to after 154: in other words, the two couplets
have been transposed at some stage, and perhaps the damage to the text
occurred at that point. The strong impression that Jupiter is the referent
can then stand. Verses 153-154/157-158 together constitute a promise of
blessings from the gods in general and Jupiter in particular. Pennisi
adduces Prop. 2.3.25-28 as in a similar vein, and he reads for 157-158:
et qui principio nobis terram dat et aufert,
a quo sunt prime omnia nata bona.
This leaves the disturbing hiatus. Scaliger's nobis for prima (which will
have crept in under the influence o^principio, 157) would be very satisfying
but for nobis immediately above. Again the sequence of thought may be
such as we have seen earlier, and the poet may compare Allius' situation
with his own. Vobis 157 could provide a suitable contrast: (may the gods
bless you) and he who first blessed you—from whom all gifts to us also
originated. Terram is still peculiar; et eram {te et eram Munro) is possible.
Such or similar changes produce a couplet somewhat as follows
:
et qui principio vobis et eram dat et aufert,
a quo sunt nobis omnia nata bona.
All of this, of course, is conjectural tinkering. The fundamental notion
—
that Jupiter is the source of blessing—seems clear enough and is as much
at home after 154 as it is intrusive after 156.
What then do we have in C ? The lines fall clearly into three sections
:
I. The first four lines (149-152) are a reprise on the theme of repay-
ment and the remembrance of Allius' favors. The opening parts of both
A and B are recalled here. Catullus is after all repaying Allius for his many
officia (compare hospitis officium, 12, and qfficiis, 42) by giving him a muniis
(compare munera, 10) by which his name will never lapse into oblivion
(151-152, compare 43-50). The poet further makes clear the relationship
ofA and B in 149-150: I have, after all, repaid you with a munus the only
way I could (utpotui), and the munus is achieved in the process of this poem
{confectum carmine) . The lines confirm the process I have tried to describe in
B : by the act of analyzing his own experiences and his reaction to them,
Catullus has both immortalized Allius as a true friend and also shown how
Allius can reconcile himself to his problems.
79 Pennisi, p. 227.
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2. This much and only this much Catullus can do for his friend, but the
foedus amicitiae encourages the poet to predict that the gods also will repay
Allius. 153-154 recall the tone of poem 76 where pietas,Jides, and bene/acta
priora all lead to the prayer that the gods grant the favor of release from
the agonies of a crumbling relationship. The second secdon (153-154/157-
158) states this theme of repayment at the hands of the gods. These
munera ( 1 54) are clearly of a higher order than the munus which Catullus
can offer. Only through the munera of the gods can Allius attain happiness.
As with the central portions of B, there is a turning back to the earlier,
legendary days : in B, Laodamia is brought into prominence as a symbol
of the experiences being recalled ; in C, the poet predicts blessings for
Allius such as were once—in those days—bestowed upon the pii antiqui.^^
If the general drift for 157-158 suggested above is in the right direction,
Catullus will have skilfully linked at this level also Allius' lot and his own
:
as Jupiter sent blessings to me (and I have now recognized them for what
they are), so he has sent you your happiness of earlier days, and by the
same token the separation from your vita is part of the scheme of things.
This is a crucial fact for AlHus to realize, since once it is recognized the
situation will seem less overwhelming—and less irremediable.
3. The poem then closes (155-156/ 159-160) with the series of good
wishes or prayers for happiness. Catullus can now at last express, with
some hope of its realization, the prayer that Allius and his vita may find
happiness, as he also prays in the same terms for Lesbia and himself In a
sense Allius' vita and Catullus' Lesbia are to provide blessings for the two
men as parallel to the gods' gifts of 153-154/ 157- 158. Thus are reconciled
Catullus' earlier exuberant references to his Candida diva and his recognition
that such worship is futile. The term for Lesbia in the second half ofB and
in C is lux mea (132, 160). He seems to be saying: I am happy as long as
she is happy; she is at the center of my existence; but the figurative
language of divinity is now gone. In a sense, 159-160 summarize the
implications of the two passages on Catullus' brother and show how he
has found, as it were, a new emotional center of gravity. Catullus' cry in 93
{ei misero fratri iucundum lumen ademptum) is answered in both B and C,
as he now calls Lesbia lux mea (132, 160, nowhere else in his poems)
instead of diva. Line 93 was one of the lines in the lament which Catullus
altered in B (compare 21, ^m mea tu moriensfragisti commoda,frater), and the
reason for that change lies in the shift of focus from his brother to Lesbia,
for which we are being prepared in 91-100.
What I am suggesting is that A, B, and C are linked by the fact that
80 Lieberg, p. 262, n. 341, points to the similar turn of mind in 64.382 ff. after the
main, mythologically oriented body of the poem.
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they all cover the same ground in approximately the same order, but in
different idioms: Allius asks for rescue and consolation, 1-10/ Allius
previously rescued Catullus, 41-66/ Catullus has now returned the favor,
149-150. Allius' name is to be remembered, 43-50/ Allius' name will be
remembered, 151- 152. Catullus recalls the love and passion of his youth,
15-18/ Catullus recalls the love and passion of his meeting with Lesbia,
5 iff. The blending of bitter and sweet in the gods' deahngs with men:
Venus 18/ Laodamia's fate/ dedit aufert or what lurks behind it, 157. The
death of Catullus' brother as a turning point, i^-i^j the death of the
brother, 91-100. The empty bed is miserum but not turpe, 27-30/ Lesbia's
infidelity is distressing but pardonable, 135-148. The reality of the present
situation, 31-40/ the real nature of Catullus' relationship with Lesbia,
141-148/ the prospects for the future, 155-160.
The three parts, though individually structured, are parallel statements.
One poses the problem in plain terms, the next restates this theme in
experiential and symbolic terms, and the last draws the conclusions on the
theme. None is complete without the other two. The matched echoes of
A and B to be found in C show that A and B cannot be divorced. The
very point of C forbids its separation from B.
The junction at 40/41 is still, perhaps, the most jarring detail. It can
now be seen from a different perspective. Catullus creates in A an air of
expectancy, aided by the position of the conditional clause at the very end
:
if only there were some way . . . B then provides the release to the tension,
beginning as it does so abruptly and treating not the problem of Allius'
desolation but what Catullus can discuss: Allius' help for him. The
invocation to the Muses imparts the impression of a beginning, but in so
immediate and engaged a fashion (even allowing for starting in mediis
rebus) that 41 cannot actually be the first line ofan independent poem. The
sustained elevation of tone sets B apart, and yet the very lack of transition
links it to A. The neoteric style of B answers Allius' request for such
poetry and shows in a way how Catullus has obviated his lack of a library:
he has written on his own experiences instead of relying on the poetry of
others.81
The structure of 68 is not unlike that of a trilogy.^^ Each piece is
formally independent, displaying its distinctive architecture and style,
but the theme is constantly pursued throughout the three parts. The initial
81 Compare Salvatore's comment {Studi Catulliani, p. 103) : "Nel caso del c.66, CatuUo,
non potendo create, traduce; qui in 68, nell' impossibilita anche di tradurre, crea, e
costretto a creare qualcose di nuovo."
82 In a different context, Wohlberg, p. 44, suggests that the narrative of the Laodamia
episode is developed like a tragedy.
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statement of the theme of suffering in A, its reworking in B in quite
different terms with progress toward a resolution, and the resolution itself
in C provide both unity and distinctness to the parts.
The pattern of formally separate structures combining to produce a
single statement with the development of a unifying theme is to be
observed elsewhere in Catullus83 and most notably in the later elegists.
The practice in Propertius and Ovid has been studied in detail by K.
Jager,84 ^ith much evidence from other poets both Greek and Roman.
The problem again is to decide whether in individual instances we are
dealing with separate poems or a single poem with subdivisions. Barwick
in a most provocative article^s provided a list of examples, from Catullus,
the elegists, and Martial of pairs or triads of poems. The most interesting
example is Propertius 2.28, which appears in N as two poems (1-34/35-
62), elsewhere as one poem. The evidence of N is not altogether reliable
one way or the other, and opinion has differed drastically.^^ Rothstein's
division into three separate poems^'' has attracted a consistent following,
but the view that it is a single unit is supported by internal analysis.^s As
with Catullus 68, there are very abrupt transitions marked by change of
situation, presumed lapse of time, and change of addressee. White's
comparison to a play in four acts with an implied lapse of time between
acts is a helpful approach. ^^ However one may divide the poem, it is
certain that all 62 lines constitute a unified treatment of a single theme,
namely, the illness and recovery of Cynthia.
It is possible, indeed, that Propertius had Catullus 68 in mind as at
least a partial model for 2.28. The appearance of mea lux (2.28.59) is
striking, as Propertius only uses the expression three times, all in Book 2
(2.14.29, 2.28.59, 2.29.1), and the third occurrence is in the opening line
83 K. Barwick, "Zyklen bei Martial und in den kleinen Gedichten des Catull," Phil.,
102 (1958), 284-318; also F. Stoessl, "Die Kussgedichte des Catull und ihre Nachwirkung
bei den Elegikern," WS, 63 (1948), 102-116.
8^ K. Jager, ^weigliedrige Gedichte und Gediclitpaare bei Properz und in Ovids Amores (Diss.
Tubingen, 1966).
85 K. Barwick, "Catulls c. 68 und eine Kompositionsform der romischen Elegie und
Epigrammatik," WJA, 2 (1948), 1-15. Barwick, however, uses the evidence to suggest
that 68 is two poems, though they "in hoherem Sinne zusammen ein Ganzes bilden"
(p. 7)-
86 Jager 56-57 summarizes the differing views of the question. He regards 2.28 as two
poems divided at 46/47.
87 M. Rothstein, Die Elegien des Sextus Propertius'^, I (Berlin, 1920), p. 368.
88 See esp. R. White, "The Structure of Propertius 2.28: Dramatic Unity," TAPA, 89
(1958), 254-261.
89 White, p. 260. The four divisions would be 1-34, 35-46, 47-58, 59-62.
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of the next poem. Its only appearance in Catullus, as noted earlier, is in
poem 68 {lux mea both times, 68.132, 160). Also, Propertius 2.28.33-34
hoc tibi [sc. lovi] vel poterit coniunx ignoscere luno:
frangitur et luno, si qua puella perit
recall Catullus 68.138-140.^0 Beyond such isolated details, there is a
similarity in the line of thought (however different the tone). Cynthia's
illness is traced to an offense against the gods, specifically totiens sanctos non
habuisse deos (6), not unlike Laodamia's offense for which she was deprived
of Protesilaus. But Laodamia's sufferings and loss are transmuted, as we
have seen, into a vision of the ecstasy of love, and Catullus' situation when
it re-emerges from the realm of myth points to a happier solution. So
Propertius promises Cynthia (15-16)
sed tibi vexatae per multa pericula vitae
extreme veniet mollior hora die.
The point is embellished in the Propertian manner with a series of
heroines who suffered but were ultimately rescued and attained glory (in
fact, divinity). The whole movement of the Laodamia passage conveys
the same message. The agony is taken from our vision and replaced by joy.
In the third part of the poem (49-56) Propertius laments the death of
all beautiful women of legendary times through Troy—and Achaia—to
present days and then pleads for his special concern, Cynthia. The thought
in particular of 53 {et quot Troia tulit vetus et quot Achaiaformas) may find its
parallel in Catullus' lament at the indiscriminate death dealt out at
Troy (68.89-90)
:
Troia (nefas!) commune sepulcrum Asiae Europaeque,
Troia virum et virtutum omnium acerba cinis,
with which he leads into his particular instance, his brother.
It should be noted that Propertius in a neighboring poem (2.32)
clearly had Catullus 68 in mind^i and uses Lesbia herself as an example of
license (2.32.45). The similarity in the line of thought, though handled
differently and used to different purpose, raises at least the possibility that
Propertius saw Catullus 68 as a unit and viewed the ideas of the poem as I
have suggested. The Propertian poem would then stand beside the
evidence from the Ciris referred to earlier, as an indication of antiquity's
view of this puzzling masterpiece.^2
University of Illinois at Urbana
90 One might add Propertius' gallant cry in 2.28.42/Cat. 68.160.
91 Propertius 2.32.29-30/Cat. 68.135-140. Compare Jager, p. 215 and n. 83.
92 I should like to express my thanks to Professor Revilo P. Oliver, who read this paper
and made many valuable suggestions.
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